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Clinical Relevance

Surface characterization of Y-TZP frameworks provides a better understanding of why
adjustments can weaken the interface between such structures and veneering porcelain. A
heat treatment after grinding can reverse the transformation and potentially restore the
protective toughening of the restoration.

SUMMARY

Purpose: To characterize the surface of an

yttria-stabilized zirconia (Y-TZP) ceramic af-

ter diamond grinding in terms of its crystal-

line phase, morphology, mean roughness

(Ra), and wettability as well as to determine

a thermal treatment to reverse the resulting

tetragonal to monoclinic (t-m) transforma-

tion.

Methods and Materials: Y-TZP specimens were

distributed into different groups according to

the actions (or no action) of grinding and

irrigation. Grinding was accomplished using

a diamond stone at a low speed. The samples

were characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD),

scanning electron microscopy, goniometry,

and profilometry. In situ high-temperature

XRD was used to determine an annealing

temperature to reverse the t-m transformation.

Ra was submitted to the Kruskal-Wallis test,

followed by the Dunn test (a=0.05). The volume

fraction of the monoclinic phase and contact

angle were submitted to one-way analysis of

variance, followed by the Tukey test (a=0.05).
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Results: Monoclinic zirconia was observed on
the surface of samples after dry and wet
grinding with a diamond stone. The volume
fraction of the monoclinic phase was smaller
on the dry ground samples (3.6%60.3%) than on
the wet ground samples (5.6%60.3%). High-
temperature XRD showed reversion of the t-m
phase transformation, which started at 7008C
and completed at 8008C in a conventional oven.

Conclusions: Grinding with a diamond stone
partially transformed the crystalline phase on
the surface of a Y-TZP ceramic from tetragonal
to monoclinic zirconia while simultaneously
increasing the surface roughness and wetta-
bility. The t-m transformation could be re-
versed by heat treatment at 8008C or 9008C for
60 minutes or 10008C for 30 minutes.

INTRODUCTION

Yttria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystal (Y-
TZP) is a polycrystalline material composed of the
following three polymorphic phases: monoclinic (m),
tetragonal (t), and cubic (c) zirconia; the proportions
of these phases can vary by thermomechanical
factors, rendering the material tougher. However,
if the phase transformation is triggered during
processing, the transformation might not result in
beneficial properties.1,2 In dentistry, Y-TZP has been
widely used as a framework for metal-free crowns
and fixed partial dentures, implants, abutments, and
orthodontic brackets1-6 because of its interesting
optical and esthetic properties, high hardness, wear
resistance, high flexural strength, and high resis-
tance to fracture, inherent to the toughening process
due to the tetragonal to monoclinic (t-m) transfor-
mation.1-3,7

However, aging, delamination, and chipping of
veneering porcelain are problems often reported in
the literature4,5,8-11 associated with this type of
material. Aging is connected to prolonged contact
with an aqueous medium, which favors a slow phase
t-m transformation on the material surface, which
causes the loss of grains, increases in roughness, and
the formation of microcracks as well as decreases in
the hardness and strength of the material.5,8

Delamination and chipping occur through different
mechanisms, such as the mismatching of thermal
expansion coefficients between the framework and
the veneer ceramic, microstructural defects in the
porcelain, porosity, surface defects, improper sup-
port frameworks, overload, fatigue, and low fracture
resistance of the veneer ceramic.4,10-13 While chip-
ping results from the cohesive failure of the

veneering porcelain, delamination arises from the
adhesive failure between the zirconia framework
and porcelain coverage.4,11

Attempts to improve the adhesion at the interface
between zirconia and veneering porcelain have been
undertaken. Different surface treatments, such as
sandblasting, liner applying, polishing, grinding,
etching, laser etching, and silicatization,13-17 have
been used to change the zirconia surface, increasing
its roughness or its surface energy to improve
wettability and, thus, favor adhesion.13,16,17

Special attention must be paid to grinding be-
cause, although it has been studied as a method to
improve adhesion, it is often necessary during
clinical trials to modify and adapt the sintered
frameworks,14,18-20 which can induce stresses pro-
moting t-m transformation.1,14,21,22 This transforma-
tion momentarily toughens the zirconia by local
expansion and crack closing because the specific
volume of the monoclinic phase is greater than the
tetragonal phase; however, it can have a negative
impact on the mechanical stability of fixed prosthe-
ses over time. After the t-m transformation, the
material presents total or partial loss of the ability to
prevent or to retard the propagation of cracks, and it
can become critically friable.14,23-26

Given these contradictory results,14,18,21,22,25,27-31

some authors have emphasized the importance of
studying the effects of grinding with different types
of instruments at high and low speeds.1,20,30,32

Regardless of the method used for grinding, changes
in the material surface can increase the surface
roughness, induce defects, and activate the t-m
transformation,14,18,21,22,27,29-31 thereby increasing
the volume percentage of monoclinic zirconia. Such
phase transformation depends on the metastability
of the conversion, the grinding severity, and the
temperature at the site.14,25,29,30 A higher content of
monoclinic zirconia, together with greater roughness
and a higher concentration of surface defects,
renders the material more susceptible to long-term
d e g r a d a t i o n a n d l o s s o f m e c h a n i c a l
strength.3,5,8,21,23,26,30,33 Different grinding proce-
dures have been studied in the literature,19,22,24,25,32

but to the best of our knowledge, no one has
examined whether grinding with a diamond stone
is a less harmful technique for Y-TZP.

Considering the phase transformation and super-
ficial defects induced by grinding, a heat treatment
can be performed before application of a veneering
porcelain.5,19,32 It was suggested that the applied
heat acts as a regenerative treatment,13 reversing
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the monoclinic zirconia to the tetragonal phase, and
thus returning the zirconia to a metastable tetrag-
onal phase.5,19 In addition to the reversing transfor-
mation, such regenerative thermal treatment is very
interesting because it could also act to close the
surface microcracks caused by grinding.13 Such
treatment would then reduce all of the aforemen-
tioned problems, making it extremely important for
the durability of a prosthesis.5,19,32

In combination with a less invasive grinding
technique, a protocol of heat treatment with appro-
priate parameters could render the prosthesis
material more stable against fracture and degrada-
tion. Although several authors have studied the
application of heat treatment after the grinding
procedure,5,13,14,19,23,28,32 there is still no consensus
in the literature on whether 5,19,32 or not13,14,23,28

such a treatment should be performed, which could
be related to the use of inappropriate parameters of
temperature and time. It is essential to determine
the effect of stone grinding and to elaborate a
protocol of regenerative heat treatment for Y-TZP.

Thus, the aims of the present study were to
characterize the crystalline phases, surface morphol-
ogy, roughness, and wettability of the surfaces of Y-
TZP specimens after grinding with a diamond stone
with or without irrigation and to determine the time
and temperature to reverse the t-m transformation
to establish a protocol for regenerative heat treat-
ment (annealing) of ground Y-TZP. The null hypoth-
esis was that grinding with a diamond stone would
not change the crystallographic phases, morphology,
roughness, or wettability of the surface of a Y-TZP
ceramic.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Specimen Preparation

Blocks of Y-TZP zirconia (Lava Frame Zirconia, 3M
ESPE AG, Seefeld, Germany) were sectioned into
pre-sintered specimens using a high precision cutoff
machine (ISOMET 1000, Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL,
USA) with a diamond disc (Series Diamond 15LC,
Buehler) under water irrigation. The samples were
cut into two different sizes as follows: 10 mm 3 10

mm 3 1.5 mm for non-ground specimens and 10 mm
3 10 mm 3 1.9 mm for ground specimens.

Irregularities at the specimen edges were removed
with silicone tips (Exa-cerapol, Edenta, Labordental,
Hauptstrasse, Switzerland). The upper surfaces of
the specimens were sequentially polished with
#1200, #1500, and #2000 silicon carbide sandpaper
(401Q, 3M ESPE, Sumaré, Brazil). The final dimen-
sions were measured using digital calipers (500-
144B, Mitutoyo Sul Americana, Suzano, Brazil).
Sintering was accomplished with a heat treatment
program of 8 hours at a maximum temperature of
15008C, following the manufacturer’s instructions
(Lava Furnace 200, Dekema Dental-Keramiköfen,
Freilassing, Germany). The specimens were divided
into three groups according to the experimental
procedures (Table 1).

Zirconia Grinding

A homemade device (Figure 1a) was developed at the
Araraquara Dental School, UNESP, to standardize
the amount of longitudinal grinding. It was used to
remove 0.3 mm from the surfaces of zirconia samples
with and without irrigation (groups WG and DG,
respectively). The sample grinding was performed
with a diamond stone (MasterCeram, MCE 133 104,
Eurodental Commercial Importer Ltd, São Paulo,
Brazil) in a low-speed electric handpiece (Micro
Electric Motor Bench for Prosthetics LB 100, Beltec,
Araraquara, Brazil) at 20,000 rpm. During grinding,
the long axis of the diamond stone was set parallel to
the long axis of the sample (Figure 1b), which
remained static while the electric low-speed hand-
piece moved with the aid of a tailstock. The WG
specimens were ground under water flowing from a
triple syringe (Figure 1c).

Surface Properties

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)—XRD was used to
identify the Y-TZP crystalline phases with an x-ray
diffractometer D8 Advance (Bruker, Karlsruhe,
Germany) using the following settings: a Cu Ka1

wavelength = 1.5406 Å and a Ka2 wavelength =
1.5444 Å, an intensity ratio of Ika2/Ika1 = 0.5, 2h
between 208 to 808, an angular step of 0.028, the use
of continuous mode, a step time of 3 seconds, and a
sample size of n = 3. The monoclinic and tetragonal
phases were identified by comparison with the
crystal structures described in Gualtieri and oth-
ers34 and Bondars and others.35

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)—Specimens
(n=2) were covered with carbon, and their surfaces

Table 1: Distribution of the Experimental Groups

Group Condition

C Sintered without grinding, control

DG Sintered and dry ground

WG Sintered and wet ground
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were examined using a scanning electron microscope
(Inspect F50, FEI, Achtseweg Noord 5, Eindhoven,
Netherlands).

Mean Roughness—The mean roughness of speci-
mens (Ra, lm; n=10) was measured using a
profilometer (Mitutoyo SJ 400, Mitutoyo Corpora-
tion, Yokohama, Japan) with a reading accuracy of
0.01 lm, a read length of 2.5 mm, an active tip speed
of 0.5 mm/s, and an active tip radius of 5 lm. Three
measurements were obtained for each surface, and
the average was calculated. For the G groups, the
measurements were performed in the opposite
direction of the grinding lines.

Wettability—Wettability (n=5) was determined by
measuring the static contact angle of a sessile drop of
distilled water in an automatic goniometer (Data-
physics, OCA20, Filderstadt, Baden-Württemberg,
Germany). The wettability measurement was per-
formed at a controlled temperature (208C) and after
a settling time of 20 seconds for a distilled water
drop (15 lL). The average contact angle was
calculated from three readings performed on the
surface of each sample.

High-Temperature In Situ XRD—To set the
parameters for establishing a protocol for regenera-
tive heat treatment (annealing), the specimen that
presented the largest fraction of monoclinic phase
identified by room temperature XRD (group WG)
was submitted to an in situ high-temperature XRD
analysis (n=3). For this analysis, a heating chamber
was coupled to the same XRD equipment described
previously. The XRD patterns were measured at a

step size of 2.78 and a step time of 0.5 seconds in
continuous mode at temperatures of 258C, 1008C,
2008C, 3008C, 4008C, 5008C, 6008C, 7008C, 8008C,
and 9008C. The sample was heated at 108C/min up to
the set temperatures, and the temperature was
maintained for 5 minutes for stabilization before
each analysis. The analyses were performed in a
unique sequence, and it took 10 minutes to complete
the analysis at each temperature step.

Annealing—The specimens with the highest
amount of monoclinic zirconia after grinding (group
WG) were heat treated at different temperatures and
for different time periods to study the possibility of
reversion of the t-m transformation. Isothermal heat
treatments were performed in a lab furnace (Alumi-
niPress, EDG Equipamentos e Controles Ltda, São
Carlos, Brazil) at 7008C, 8008C, 9008C, and 10008C
for 30 and 60 minutes (N=8, one specimen per
temperature and time). The samples were placed in
the preheated furnace, which was already at the
treatment temperature. After heat treatment, the
specimens were removed from the furnace and
cooled to room temperature. The crystalline phases
on the previously ground and annealed surfaces
were then characterized by conventional XRD.

Statistical Analysis

The SEM results were submitted to descriptive
analysis, and the conventional and high-tempera-
ture XRD patterns were analyzed using the Rietveld
method. The normality of the mean roughness (Ra),
contact angle, and amount of monoclinic phase

Figure 1. (a): Grinding device. (b):
Dry grinding. (c): Wet grinding.
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obtained by conventional XRD was verified by the

Shapiro-Wilk test (a=0.05). Ra was submitted to the
Kruskal-Wallis test followed by the Dunn test

(a=0.05). The contact angle and amount of mono-
clinic phase were submitted to one-way analysis of

variance, followed by the Tukey test (a=0.05).

RESULTS

X-Ray Diffraction

The results of XRD are shown in Table 2. The
presence of monoclinic zirconia was observed in both

G groups (DG and WG). The volume fraction of
monoclinic zirconia in the group ground with

irrigation (WG, 5.6%60.3%) was statistically higher
(p,0.01) than that in the DG group (3.6%60.3%).

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Figures 2 through 5 show SEM micrographs of the
specimens in which one can observe the grinding

effects on the material surface. For groups DG

(Figure 3) and WG (Figure 4), grinding produced

scratches, which were parallel to the direction of

longitudinal movement of the diamond stone. After

roughening the sample surface with a diamond

stone, the heterogeneous wear hid the grain micro-

structure under the microscope. By observing the

Table 2: Average Volume Fraction (%) and Standard
Deviations of the Monoclinic Phase in Y-TZP

Group Monoclinic Fraction (%)*

C 0.0 6 0.0a

DG 3.6 6 0.3b

WG 5.6 6 0.3c

* Different superscript letters indicate statistical difference (p,0.01).

Figure 2. Surface topography of sintered Y-TZP (C) without grinding
at different magnifications. Scale bars correspond to (a): 500 lm, (b):
100 lm, (c): 20 lm and (d): 4 lm.

Figure 3. Surface topography of sintered and dry ground Y-TZP (DG)
at different magnifications. Scale bars correspond to (a): 500 lm, (b):
100 lm, (c): 20 lm, and (d): 4 lm.
Figure 4. Surface topography of sintered and wet ground zirconia
(WG) at different magnifications. Scale bars correspond to (a): 500
lm, (b): 100 lm, (c): 20 lm, and (d): 4 lm.
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grinding patterns at the same magnification in the
SEM, one could observe that some grinding lines in
Figure 4a were darker than those in Figure 3a,
showing that the scratch valleys were deeper in
group WG than in group DG (confirmed subsequent-
ly with profilometry), which, together with a more
splintered surface, indicated that wet grinding was
more severe. Figure 5 shows particles on the surface
of one such sample after grinding. Using SEM/BSE
(backscattered electrons), one could observe that
these particles had a composition different from
(lighter than) zirconia, likely because of the presence
of fragments of diamond stone.

Mean Roughness (Ra)

The medians and standard deviations of Ra from all
of the groups are shown in Table 3. Statistically
significant differences were observed among all of
the groups (p,0.01). Group WG was rougher than
the others.

Wettability

The images of the contact angles and the averages
and standard deviations of the specimens are shown
in Figure 6. Statistically significant differences were
observed between the contact angles (p,0.01). The
ground specimens presented average contact angles
smaller than the controls (p,0.01), but there was no
significant difference between the WG and DG
groups.

In Situ High-Temperature XRD

Table 4 shows the percentages of tetragonal and
monoclinic zirconia obtained by in situ high-temper-
ature XRD. As shown in Table 4, one could observe
that annealing at 7008C under the conditions of
high-temperature XRD could totally reverse the
monoclinic zirconia to the tetragonal phase.

Annealing

Table 5 shows the volume fraction of tetragonal and
monoclinic zirconia as a function of the time and
temperature of isothermal heat treatments. It could
be observed that in the lab furnace the m-t
transformation was complete after 8008C for 60
minutes. At 9008C, the entire transformation also
occurred in 60 minutes, and at 10008C, the
monoclinic zirconia was totally eliminated in 30
minutes.

Figure 5. Surface topography of a
WG sample observed by SEM with
(a): secondary electrons, and (b):
backscattered electrons. Arrows indi-
cate particles compatible with dia-
mond stone. Bar corresponds to 20
lm.

Figure 6. Spreading of a distilled
water drop with contact angle mean
values and standard deviations. (a): C
group, (b): DG group, and (c): WG
group.

Table 3: Medians and Standard Deviations of Ra (lm) of
Specimens From All of the Groups

Group Ra*

C 0.14 6 0.02a

DG 1.44 6 0.13b

WG 3.24 6 0.75c

* Different superscript letters indicate statistical difference (p,0.01).
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DISCUSSION

Although zirconia frameworks are obtained using
CAD-CAM (computer-aided design/computer-aided
manufacturing) systems, there is often a need for
grinding, whether in the clinic or prosthetic labora-
tory.18,19 While most of the available studies have
evaluated the effects of grinding with diamond
burs,22,24,27 other methods, such as diamond stones
at low speed, have not been studied in the literature,
but such grinding can cause different changes on the
Y-TZP surface.

Therefore, the present study evaluated the effects
of grinding the surface of a Y-TZP ceramic with a
diamond stone, with and without water irrigation, by
characterizing the resulting superficial crystalline
phases, morphology, roughness, and wettability and
by determining the time and temperature to reverse
the t-m transformation to establish a protocol for a
regenerative heat treatment (annealing) of diamond-
ground Y-TZP. The null hypothesis (grinding with
diamond stone would not change the crystallograph-
ic phases, roughness, or wettability of the surface of
a Y-TZP ceramic) was not supported.

As observed in the present study, grinding with a
diamond stone led to significant changes in the
material. After grinding, one could observe changes
in the surface amount of monoclinic and tetragonal
zirconia, morphology, roughness, and wettability. In
the literature,19,22,24,26,27 factors such as the abra-
sive grain size, wear time, load pressure, tool
efficiency, and temperature of grinding could cause
changes in the material associated with the poly-
morphic transformation of the tetragonal zirconia to
the monoclinic phase (t-m).

The t-m phase transformation produced a tough-
ening effect in which zirconia grains increased in
size by becoming monoclinic. Grinding, sandblast-
ing, and/or chemical etching24,25,32 induce crack
nucleation and growth on the surface. In turn, this
action causes pressure release in the microstruc-
ture around the metastable tetragonal grains,
subsequently causing the tetragonal to monoclinic
transformation and forcing cracks to close. This
transformation can increase the flexural strength of
the material,19 but it can also cause the loss of the
ability to prevent the spread of cracks,30,36 it might
favor long-term degradation,8,5,14 and it can dam-
age the adhesion of the veneering porce-
lain.4,12,13,22,25

Grinding with diamond stone with (WG) or
without (DG) irrigation induced the t-m phase
transformation, as evidenced in Table 2. Grinding
under water (WG) produced larger amounts of
transformation and monoclinic phase, which is in
accordance with some authors’ results showing that
grinding led to higher monoclinic content.19,24,25,32

However, in these studies, grinding was performed
using diamond burs, while in the present study, it
was conducted with a diamond stone at a lower
speed.

The differences relative to the amount of change
measured in the DG and WG groups could be
attributed to the cutting power of the diamond stone
in these different situations because the grinding
severity was directly related to the amount of t-m
transformation.1,29 It was observed during grinding
with irrigation that water served as a cleaning
agent, removing the stone powder, increasing the
cutting capacity, and therefore providing more
severe grinding. According to Wang and others,37

grinding power increases due to irrigation, making

Table 4: Volume Fraction of Tetragonal and Monoclinic
Zirconia on the Specimen Surface Depending on
Temperature in the In Situ High-Temperature X-
Ray Diffraction

Temperature Tetragonal (%) Monoclinic (%)

258C 94.6 6 0.3 5.4 6 0.3

1008C 95.2 6 1.7 4.8 6 1.7

2008C 91.6 6 4.0 8.4 6 4.0

3008C 92.1 6 2.4 7.9 6 2.4

4008C 91.6 6 2.0 8.4 6 2.0

5008C 94.4 6 1.5 5.6 6 1.5

6008C 96.0 6 0.4 4.0 6 0.4

7008C 100.0 6 0.0 0.0 6 0.0

8008C 100.0 6 0.0 0.0 6 0.0

9008C 100.0 6 0.0 0.0 6 0.0

Table 5: Volume Fraction of Tetragonal and Monoclinic
Zirconia as a Function of Time and Temperature
of the Heat Treatment

Temperature Time (min) Tetragonal (%) Monoclinic (%)

7008C 30 98.3 1.7

60 99.2 0.8

8008C 30 99.0 1.0

60 100.0 0.0

9008C 30 99.5 0.5

60 100.0 0.0

10008C 30 100.0 0.0

60 100.0 0.0
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the cutting instrument more efficient. Moreover, the
lack of lubrication of the stone during dry grinding
(DG group) contributed to the impregnation of
zirconia powder in the tool, a phenomenon described
as ‘‘slurrying’’ in engineering,38 and in this case, the
diamond stone produced less severe grinding, re-
sulting in a polished surface.

The effect of grinding on the ceramic material’s
surface was demonstrated by SEM images. It was
observed for groups DG and WG that grinding
produced scratches parallel to the direction of longi-
tudinal movement of the diamond stone on the
ceramic surface and a more irregular structure, with
the presence of chips and concealment of the structure
of the grains (Figures 3 and 4). In group WG, the wear
valleys (Figure 4) were deeper than in group DG, and
particles that had possibly detached from the diamond
stone (Figure 5) were observed on the worn surface.
BSE SEM showed that the composition of these
fragments was lower in atomic weight than that of
zirconia because of the darker glow.

The results of roughness (Table 3) were in
agreement with the SEM images. The samples
ground under irrigation showed higher Ra values
(p,0.05). These results corroborated the micrograph
results, which showed the influence of the deep
valleys and particle deposition from the diamond
stone on this surface. Grinding without irrigation
yielded a less uneven surface and a lower phase
transformation due to polishing afforded by the
cutting tool, as described previously. The function
of the polishing tool used in this study was studied
by Chavali and others,39 who observed a good
polishing effect with the stone at a rotation of
approximately 15,000 rpm with no irrigation.

Grinding increased the specimens’ wettability
(Figure 6) (p,0.05); however, there was no differ-
ence in the water drop spreading after grinding with
and without irrigation, unlike what occurred with
the roughness of the specimens. The Ra difference
between the DG and WG groups was not sufficient to
modify the wetting behavior of zirconia by water.
This wettability difference between the worn groups,
even with a major variation in roughness, might be
related to the surface pattern and not only to the
numerical value of Ra. Among the grinding groups,
even at a larger value of Ra, the change in the
surface pattern was smaller than the change
observed between the ground groups and controls.

According to Noro and others,40 in addition to
surface morphology, the physical chemistry of the
material also affects the wettability; therefore,

beyond the standard roughness, the contamination
of samples from the surfaces of the WG group by
particles belonging to the diamond stone (Figure 5)
and possibly the presence of natural hydrocarbons in
the atmosphere41 might have caused the drop
spreading to be similar between the DG and WG
groups. Even the samples cleaned by ultrasound had
compounds that might have penetrated into the
deepest valleys observed in group WG. It has been
observed that chemical compounds consisting of
carbon decrease the wettability of the surface of Y-
TZP.40,41

As already mentioned, monoclinic grains can
impair the long-term degradation of Y-TZP. Some
manufacturers and researchers have suggested that
an annealing process can reverse the t-m phase
transformation caused by grinding. Such reverse
transformation produces a tougher microstructure,
minimizing the problems previously reported, which
include degradation and the loss of adhesion of the
veneering porcelain.19,23,30

The suggestion to heat-treat the material after
grinding is not new. Denry and Holloway23 fully
reversed the phase transformation, that is, promoted
the m-t reaction after heat treatment at 10008C for 1
hour. However, various suggestions for treatment
temperatures and times have emerged, with time
periods varying between 15 minutes and 2 hour and
temperatures between 5008C and 12008C.13,14,23,28,29

In the present study, using high-temperature
XRD, it was possible to more precisely observe the
temperature at which the tetragonal to monoclinic
phase transformation reversed in a commercial Y-
TZP after grinding (Table 4). It was observed in
specimens from the WG group that at temperatures
greater than 7008C the m-t transformation occurred
completely after the heat treatment schedule of the
in situ high-temperature XRD, suggesting a temper-
ature at this level for the reverse heat treatment.
Thus, the temperature of 7008C served as a guide in
the study of a heat treatment protocol.

Heat treatments were thus performed in a lab
furnace at 7008C, 8008C, 9008C and 10008C for 30
and 60 minutes. Table 5 shows that monoclinic
zirconia remained on the surface of a WG sample
after isothermal heat treatments at 7008C for 30 and
60 minutes. The ZrO2-Y2O3 phase equilibrium
diagram42 shows a eutectoid reaction of mþc!t (by
heating) at approximately 5658C and 2.5% Y2O3

(mole). At temperatures greater than ;5658C and
with a typical molar composition of ZrO2-3% Y2O3,
the overall monoclinic phase vanishes, giving rise to
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tetragonal and cubic zirconia when equilibrium is
reached. In the cooling path, tetragonal zirconia can
subsist in a metastable form, constrained by the
neighboring cubic matrix. Thus, the reversal caused
by annealing treatment must be suitable to convert
the monoclinic to tetragonal zirconia at the same
time that it retains the tetragonal form during
cooling to room temperature. The nonexistence of
the monoclinic phase after annealing at 7008C in the
in situ high-temperature XRD could be explained by
the longer heating time (; 3 hours) and repetitive
dwelling at different temperatures before reaching
this temperature. In general, time periods longer
than 1 hour would not be feasible for prosthetic
preparation. In a conventional oven, with isothermal
heat treatments, the total reversal of the monoclinic
phase to tetragonal zirconia was obtained at 8008C
after 60 minutes (Table 5), which was a lower
temperature than those found in the litera-
ture.13,14,23 At 9008C, the total reversal was observed
in 60 minutes, corroborating the study of Kosmac
and others.14 This temperature level is less than that
proposed by Denry and Holloway23 and Fischer and
others13 of 10008C for 15 minutes. For Denry and
Holloway,23 temperatures less than 10008C were not
sufficient to reverse the monoclinic to the tetragonal
phase, whereas for Fischer and others,13 the mono-
clinic phase could be transformed into the tetragonal
at 10008C, but microcracks in the material surface
would not close, suggesting the need for further
studies. The present study suggested that, together
with the reversal of the t-m polymorphic transfor-
mation at temperatures greater than 8008C, a
mechanism of crack healing must be active to
constrain the transformed grains of t-ZrO2 in the
cubic matrix, retaining it in the metastable tetrag-
onal form at room temperature. Nevertheless,
further studies are necessary to confirm this hy-
pothesis.

According to the manufacturer, the diamond stone
used in the present work is recommended for use
without irrigation, but it was tested here with
irrigation in an attempt to promote a less aggressive
procedure, following studies that suggested that
refrigerated grinding caused fewer surface defects
and produced an adequate compressive layer on the
surface of Y-TZP.1,14 However, in the present study,
grinding with water caused greater damage to
zirconia, with the MasterCeram diamond stone
indicated for grinding without irrigation at approx-
imately 20,000 rpm. Furthermore, to reverse the t-m
transformation after diamond grinding, it is appro-
priate to perform a regenerative heat treatment at

8008C or 9008C for 60 minutes or 10008C for 30
minutes.

CONCLUSIONS

Grinding with a diamond stone transformed part of
the tetragonal crystallographic phase on the surface
of Y-TZP ceramics into monoclinic zirconia and
increased the surface roughness and wettability.
Dry grinding with a diamond stone was less
prejudicial to the zirconia. Heating at 8008C or
9008C for 60 minutes or at 10008C for 30 minutes
was an efficient treatment for the total reversion of
the t-m phase transformation.
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